HCN is a weak acid (pKa +9.2, weaker than e.g. HF), although it does have an isomer, isocyanic acid or HNC (pka < +9.2 ?) which is simultaneously stronger and less stable. I conclude my halide acid series by investigating how many water molecules (in gas phase clusters) are required for ionisation of this "pseudo-halogen" acid.
First some observations about the structures of these complexes. The negative charge that develops on the cyanide is no longer atom-centered but is delocalised across two atoms, and furthermore the C≡N triple bond is also quite basic. So the stabilising hydrogen bonds have more choices than with the halide anions. To characterise these weak interactions, I show the structures here with the NCI (non-covalent-interaction) function included. [1] The colour coding is blue=strong attraction, green=weaker attraction, yellow=weak repulsions. Here we see conventional H-bonds, but note now the deep blue NCI for the CH…O interaction, and the cyan for the OH…N for the first example.
HOW MANY WATER MOLECULES DOES IT TAKE TO IONISE HCN/HNC? AN NCI EXPLORATION. : CHEMISTRY
4. An interesting new feature appears with five water molecules. Lots of blue-coloured NCI, but one is missing (red arrow). This is because NCI is filtered to remove electron densities above a specified threshold, since these are no longer deemed "non-covalent" but start to fall into the covalent regions. The hydrogen bond specified by the red arrow is such.
If that density threshold is raised (0.07 au), the deep blue feature can now be seen. So we have the concept here that a hydrogen bond can indeed be too strong to be "non-covalent" and it passes the (rather arbitrary) threshold into being covalent. A new way of classifying hydrogen bonds!
The surprises are not quite over yet. Below is an isomer in which the water arrangement is different. This is much more ionic, as shown by three regions of covalent hydrogen bonds (red arrows) and a fully ionised cyanide supporting two hydrogen bonds to it, not one as before. The free energy of this alternative however is 5.1 kcal mol-1 higher than the previous non-ionic form.
With the HCN isomer, the normal thresholds again apply.
5. With six waters and HNC, ionisation now occurs and the NCI feature appears in the N…H region rather than the H…O. The ionic nature also manifests with four other H…O regions (red arrows) where the non-covalent NCI threshold is passed or almost passed, and the covalent one starts.
Note how much green dispersion attraction is starting to appear in this caged structure and how strong (NCI = deep blue) the C-H…O hydrogen bond has become (CH hydrogen bonds in ionic systems are indeed much stronger than they are given credit for).
The transition to ionicity can also be seen with the trend bond lengths, and the sudden discontinuity with six water molecules. [14] To summarise, HNC is a relatively strong acid, and six water molecules are required to ionise it. In contrast, HCN is much weaker and so it is not ionised even by six waters, much like HF.
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